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This invention relates to electric elevators and

is directed particularly to a safety control device

for preventing movement of the cab until the ele
vator doors are fully closed. It is the purpose of
the invention to provide a simple safety System
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Figure 1 is a diagrammatic illustration. Of an
elevator cab equipped with the safety door con
trol hereof.
Figure 2 is a diagrammatic plan view looking
down upon the door and control safety apparatus

in which the door itself forms a part of the con
trol apparatus whereby the door must reach a

to show the manner in which light is directed by

can be operated.

typical way in which the pilot control furnished
by the electric eye when it is actuated may be
exerted upon the primary elevator control sys
tem.
Figure 4 is a wiring diagram conforming with

the reflector from the source to the photo cell.

Figure 3 is a schematic diagram showing one

predetermined, or closed, position before the cab

The invention, briefly, contemplates an appa

0.

the door is closed, then light will be directed by
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ratus in which a source of light and a photo sen
sitive cell or 'electric eye' are arranged, one ad
jacent the other on the cab, while a reflector is
mounted on the door in such position that, when

the schematic diagram of Figure 3.

reflection from the source to the cell. As the

door is opened the reflector is moved out of this

alignment and the light beam from the source to
the cell thus is interrupted. Thus the cell is en

ergized and deenergized acqprding to the inci

20

Figure 5 is a diagrammatic view showing the
elevator cab and drive motor therefor operating
representatively in an elevator shaft.
In Figure 1 the elevator cab is indicated gen
erally at , the main hangers at the opposite sides
of the cab being designated 2. Through these
hangers the elevator is supported from the cable
3, which is operated by a suitable lifting assem
bly driven by a motor 3a, in the usual manner.
These parts of the cab are purely representative

dence upon it of reflected light rays, and inas
much as the reflector upon the door is located in
such position that it can reflect rays to the cell
only when the cab upon which the cell is mount
ed is located at the floor level and only when the 5 and, Of course, find different construction in the
different makes of elevators now in use.
door upon which the reflector is mounted is
The doors of the elevator shown in Figure 1.
closed, the energization and deenergization of

the cell provides a primary control device which

may be exerted upon the other electrical appara
tus of the elevator in any suitable manner such 30
that current cannot pass to the elevator driving
motor except at such times as the cell is ener
gized.
In this system one photoelectric cell and One
source of light may be mounted on the cab in 5

angularly related positions to serve all of the

floors serviced by the elevator. Small inexpen

sive mirrors or reflectors are mounted individu

ally upon the elevator doors. In its simplest form
the Only other electrical apparatus required in
conjunction. With this system need be a relay or

suitable interlock arranged in circuit connection
with the photo sensitive cell. The system, there
fore, is an inexpensive one which readily may

he installed upon existing equipment or conven
jently be built into new equipment prior to its
installation. Having this pilot control furnished
in a simple and inexpenis We arrangement, those
skilled in the art of electric control systems read
ily will comprehend the various ways in which

4)
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the pilot control can be exercised through inter

locks and relays upon the main elevator control
System.

-

The drawing illustrates a typical embodiment
of the invention according to which

SS

are novable in a vertical plane, the lower half
of each door dropping down while the upper half
moves upwardly when the doors are being opened.

It Will be understood that the use of the system
is not confined to doors of this particular type
and that the apparatus may be used upon single
or double panel doors which slide in a horizontal
direction, or single panel vertically movable
dOOS.
Within the cab, as for instance supported upon
the roof 4 thereof, are mounted a source of light
5 and a photoelectric cell 6, the cell being respon
sive to the beam of light emanating from the
Source. These two pieces of apparatus are algll
lated with respect to one another and with re
Spect to a reflector 7 which is mounted upon the
door in such manner that the beam of light from
the cell strikes the reflector when the door is
closed and the cab is at the landing, and the light
isce. lected or focused upon the photoelectric

As the door is moved toward an open position
this predetermined alignment is disturbed and
the beam of light then either is diffused or Inay
pass on through the door if the door is transpar.

ent. It is desirable, of course, that the main pOr.
tion of the door area be of different and pOOrer

reflectivity than that of the mirror 7; so as to

al
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absorb, disperse or transmit the light bean com

with the elements shown in Figure 3 and bear

ing from the source rather than reflect it to the

like numerals.

sensitivity of the cell also may be adjusted to pro

system one of its features resides in the fact that

cell. The intensity of the beam of light and the

vide the desired Selectivity of response.

When the photoelectric cell S is energized
through incidence of the beam of light upon it a
safety control circuit is actuated through which

the main electric elevator apparatus may be con
ditioned to function in response to operation of

Aside from the positive control provided by this

5
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the starting SWitch.
The Schematic diagram, Figure 3, shows a cir

cuit, which is of the type that may be used in
conjunction with an elevator system that has
door operating engines for moving the doors to
open and closed positions. It is With this type of

the beam of light travels only a short distance
and the cell therefore is not susceptible to ener
gization from extraneous Sources. By position

ing the cell and source of light closely adjacent
the door upon which the reflector is mounted this
result readily is obtained. In the installation of
the system it is necessary only to employ one
photosensitive cell and one source of light, and
a naterial saving is effected in contrast to the
usual interlocks or safety devices which need be
mounted at each floor. Once the cell is mount
ed on the cab the cab may be stopped at a posi

system that the present safety device is particu
larly suitable. The need exists primarily be

tion level with each floor so that the reflector

can be aligned properly with the source of light,

cause of the fact that the door operating engine

and cell, upon the door of the given landing.
actuates a shaft which opens the doors positively 20 It is also to be noted that should the conven
and releases then so that they may close by tional autonatic elevator control fail for any
gravity. If there is an obstruction extending
reason, for instance through an open safety cir
aCrOSS the threshold of the elevator then when
cuit or an open compensating circuit, the oper
the cab Switch is operated to start the elevator
ator is required to run the cab to the next floor
the doors drop upon the obstruction and an acci 25 above or below. So that the photocell can be reen
dent is likely to occur.
ergized to restore automatic operation. This fea

In the schematic diagram, Figure 3, the termi

ture in and of itself provides additional safety

nals 8 and 9 leading from the photosensitive cell
are interconnected with a relay O which, when
it is energized, closes the switch contacts and
2. These contacts are connected in series with
a relay 3 which is arranged to hold itself in the
closed position through one of its own contacts

since operation of the cab, after failure of this
30

after being picked up by the relay G. Relay f4

sort, is slow and is under hand control. The cab
thus in a sense is tested at slow speed before
automatic high speed operation can be resumed.
If any serious difficulty exists it will become ob
vious to the operator while the Cab is moving at

Slow Speed.

is connected in the elevator control circuit in the
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gized.

i)

Having described ny invention, I claim:
1. In an elevator system comprising an ele
Where the usual door interlocks are connected
vator cab and door therefor, a source of light,
and the switch 5 may be operated either by and a photo responsive device Sensitive to light
the master door operator, by a contact in the ele
from Said source, both of which are mounted on
vator control switch, or by the gate or corridor 40 said cab, and reflective means mounted upon said
interlock. In any event, it will be seen that when door for directing light fron Said source to Said
the door is in a fully closed position and the
photo responsive device when said door is in a
photoelectric cell is energized the relay AO closes
closed position, the remainder of the door area
the contacts and 2. partially completing the
being of Such nature that reflection of said beam
control circuit. Therefnre, when the switch. 5 4 of light from the source to said photo responsive
is closed incidental to the starting of the cab a
device is disrupted when the door is in other
circuit is established from the lead 6 through
than closed position, electric means for driving
the switch 5, through the lead T and the con
said elevator, a control system for Said electric
tacts and f2, thence through the lead 8 and
means and a safety control circuit governing said
the relay 3 to the lead 9. When the relay 3 is
control System in response to energization and
deenergization of said photo responsive device.
energized it effects closure of its own contacts
3a and 3b. A holding circuit therefore is estab
2. An elevator system, comprising a car, a
lished from the lead 6 through the switch f 5.
drive motor, a circuit for controlling energization
of Said drive motor, said circuit including a Safety
the contacts 3a and 3 band relay 3 over to the
control Switch, a Source of light carried by said
lead 9. This holding circuit continues to be en
cab, a photosensitive cell carried by said cab out
ergized until the switch 5 is opened. Therefore,
of alignment with the beam of light from said
this circuit operates to maintain a circuit closed
Source, means controlled by said photosensitive
condition even after the cab is moved from its
cell for controlling said safety switch, and reflec
position and the photo cell 6 has become deener

conventional manner, that is, at the same place

Each time the cam passes a door the relay 6 is

energized by incidence of the light fron the
Source 5 upon the reflector of that door and the

thereof, when the cab is aligned with any one of
Said landings and the door at said landing is in
closed position.
3. An elevator system, comprising a cab, a
drive motor, a circuit for controlling energiza
tion of said drive motor, said circuit including
a safety control switch, a source of light carried
by Said cab, a photosensitive cell carried by said

relay Otherefore momentarily is energized, then

deenergized as the cab continues On. When the

cab stops at a landing, however, and the switch
5 is opened, then all of the relays drop out and
the cab cannot be started unless or until the re

flector again is aligned with the sorce of light

So as to reenergize the photo cell.
Figure 4 is a diagram showing the manner in
which wiring can be arranged in accordance with
the schematic diagram shown in Figure 3. Ac
Cording to this figure all of the elements conform

tor means located on the doors of landings Serv
iced by said elevatoi for directing Said beam of
light from the Source to the cell for energization

cab out of alignment with the beam of light from

said Source, means controlled by said photosen
sitive cell for controlling operation of said safety
5

switch, and reflector means located on the doors.
of landings Serviced by said elevator for selec
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said cab, a plurality of reflectors located respec
tively controlling energization of said photosen
tively upon said doors at said landings in such
sitive cell by light from said source through re
flection of the light to said photosensitive cell.
4. In an elevator System, comprising a car for

Servicing a plurality of stations, a plurality of

w
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movable doors, one for each of said stations, a
drive motor for said car, a circuit for said drive
motor including a control switch, a photosensi
tive cell carried by said car, means controlled by

cell for controlling energization of said motor.

said photosensitive cell for establishing an ener
gizing circuit to said drive motor Subject to op
eration of said Switch, and means carried by said
car providing a beam of light directed toward
said doors and out of alignment with Said photo

sensitive cell, and reflector means carried by said

3.

door for selectively directing Said beam of light

from said source to said cell When the car is

aligned with a landing.

5. An elevator system comprising an elevator
shaft having a cab movable therein past a plu
rality of landings, a motor for driving said cab,
doors located at Said landings, a source of light
and a photo cell both of which are carried by

position as to reflect light from Said Source to
said photo cell when said cab is aligned with a
given landing and the doors at the given landing
are closed, and means controlled by said photo

20

6. In an elevator system comprising an ele
Vator shaft having a cab movable therein past
a plurality of landings, a door at each of said
landings, an electric motor for driving the cab,
a control System for Said electric motor, safety
control apparatus comprising a relay governing
said control system, a photo responsive device
carried by Said cab and controlling said relay, a
Source of light in said cab adjacent said photo
responsive device, and reflector means positioned

on at least one of said doors to direct light from
said source to said photo responsive device when
said door is in a closed position while the cab is
at the landing closed by the door.
AMOS I, HARD.

